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Clifford Stoll

Total Geek

Me

1995
Mocking futurists | The Internet: Bah!

“(Visionaries say) commerce and business will shift from
offices and malls to networks and modems-Baloney...
(They) predict that we'll soon buy books and newspapers
straight over the Internet. Uh, sure...Do our computer
pundits lack all common sense? The truth is no online
database will replace your daily newspaper.”
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2006
first released

iPhone

Technology timeline

2005
2007

Amazon ec2

released in private beta

first released

iPad
2008

2010

App Store
launched

2015

Apple Watch

first released
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How did we get here?
1.

2.

3.

confluence of events

1. Improved processing power
2. Cloud computing
3. Mobile computing
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“Mobile devices are constrained by their memory,
processing power, and battery life. But combined
with cloud computing, data processing and storage
can happen outside of mobile devices.”

*ieee Computer Society 2014 Tech Trends Report
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2011

16%

less scary

2012

21%

the tipping point

2013

31%

Lawyers in the Cloud

a new technology
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Lawyers going mobile

40%

79%

40%

*2015 ABA Legal Technology Surveys
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Billing time

Tech tool

1
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stand alone or LPM integration

legal apps /
web-based

iTimekeep

server-based billing integration

legal apps /
server-based

stand alone

non-legal apps

Billing on the go

Time59 or LPM apps

Timewerks Pro, Timemaster
+ Billing, Bill4Time,
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Collaboration Tools

Tech tool:

2
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FREE

Collaboration tools
GOOGLE
DOCS

SLACK
TRELLO

WEB-BASED
TOOLS

DROPBOX

LPM
SYSTEMS

PAID

BOX.NET

.

GLASSCUBES

Legal v. non-legal
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Secure communication

Tech tool:

3
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Secure communication
SECURE
ONLINE
PORTALS

most secure

encrypted, protected, confined to platform

forwarded emails lose encryption

more secure

ENCRYPTED EMAIL

like a postcard written in pencil

unsecure
EMAIL
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* Source: http://tinyurl.com/abaCloud
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For full list of questions see:
http://bit.ly/hyFBxo

COMPANY NAME

Security issues to consider:

1. Encryption

2. Geo-redundancy

3. Data back ups

4. Extraction of data

5. Transborder data flow

6. Financial security

PRESENTATION TITLE

12 - 12 - 2012
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Document storage

Tech tool:

4
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encrypted by company

dropbox & box

non-legal & storage only

encrypted by user

spider oak &
boxcryptor

document storage

encrypted by company

non-legal

lpm platforms

designed for lawyers
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Document scanning

Tech tool:

5
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IOS APPS

Scanning tools
SCANNER
PRO

GENIUS
SCAN
TURBO
SCAN

SCANNING
TOOLS
KODAK
SCANMATE
I940

SCANSNAP
FUJITSU
IX500

HARDWARE

XEROX
MOBILE

NEAT
SCANNER

See: lawyerist blog

http://lawyerist.com/best-scanner/
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PDF annotation

Tech tool:

6
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pdf expert

ios apps

See also: PDFEscape,
A.Nnotate, PDFOnlineReader

group docs

web-based software

See also: Foxit, Okular

adobe acrobat

desktop software

Pdf viewing and annotation

See also: Goodreader,
iAnnotate, ReaddleDocs
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Legal research

Tech tool:

7
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free

GOOGLE
SCHOLAR &
FASTCASE APP

with bar participation

free

CASEMAKER,
FASTCASE,
LOISLAW,
VERSUSLAW

prices and coverage vary

lower price

CASEMAKER,
FASTCASE,
LOISLAW,
VERSUSLAW

plans vary

most expensive

WESTLAW &
LEXIS

Legal research

but less flexibility
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Litigation

Tech tool:

8
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Deposition

iJuror, iJury

Jury Selection

TrialPad, TrialDirector,TrialTouch

Trial Presentation

document storage

LexCity, TranscriptPad
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Wearable technology

Tech tool:

9
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wearable technology

Smartwatches

Google Glass
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“The truth is usually just an excuse for a lack of
imagination.”
-Garak, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
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thanks for listening!
Nicole Black

Legal Technology Evangelist | MyCase.com | web-based law practice management

www.lawtechtalk.com

@nikiblack on Twitter

Author and co-author of:
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Litigation and trial iPad apps for lawyers
Although I’ve written about iPad apps for lawyers in the past, the
Now, on to the trial apps. First, there’s the newly released
number of apps designed specifically for attorneys is always TrialDirectory app, the only free app in the bunch. With this app you
increasing. For that reason, I figured it was high time to revisit this create case folders and then add exhibits via your Dropbox or iTunes
topic so that I could cover most of the legal apps available, includ- accounts. You then work with your evidence using the annotation
ing some of the more recent releases.
and presentation tools.
One of the most popular and rapidly growing categories of apps for
Next up is the Exhibit A trial presentation app, which, at only $9.99,
lawyers are those developed for use in trial and litigation. Within is also a bargain. This app allows you to import your documents, phothis subset of apps, there are generally two different types: apps for tos, etc., via Dropbox, iTunes, WiFi, FTP or email. You then organize
use during trials and apps for use during the pretrial discovery your files into “projects” and can highlight and mark your exhibits,
phase. In this article, I’ll highlight apps developed for use during which are shared with the jury using your iPad and an external monitrial and next week I’ll discuss the pretrial apps.
tor or by a projector using a VGA or HDMI adapter, or by
First, there are the apps that assist with jury selection.
connecting wirelessly using AirPlay and Apple TV.
At the most basic level, these apps allow you to keep track
Finally, there’s the ever-popular TrialPad app, which
of jurors’ responses and reactions during voir dire.
costs $89.99. TrialPad was one of the first trial presentaThe least expensive of the bunch, at just $4.99, is the
tion apps to be released and has thus had time to fine tune
Jury Tracker app. This app was created by an attorney and
and perfect its app based on user feedback. With TrialPad
is designed to aid lawyers during trial by providing an
you import files into the app via a large number of intereasy way to keep track of observations regarding jurors by
faces, including Dropbox, WebDAV, email, iTunes, Photos
organizing notes and predictions regarding each juror
app, or other iPad apps. You can highlight, annotate,
throughout the course of the trial.
redact and zoom in on your documents and compare docNext up is iJury at $14.99, an app that facilities the
uments side by side. There is also a whiteboard available
analysis of juror responses. After inputting the jurors’ voir
so that you can draw freehand as you speak.
dire responses into the app, you can score their responses
The wonderful thing about all of these apps is that they
NICOLE
as either negative or positive and then the app generates By
are
both affordable and innovative. The jury selection
BLACK
metrics about your prospective jury.
apps streamline and simplify the process of voir dire while
Daily Record
the trial apps level the playing field and offer all lawyers
Not to be confused with iJury is the iJuror app. This app Columnist
access to tools and features that were once only available
costs $19.99 and allows you to add jurors to a configurable
seating chart. You then add information and notes about the jurors to large firms with thousands of dollars available to spend on costly
by tapping the juror’s location on the seating chart. When jurors are trial presentation software programs.
So, just as the iPad is revolutionizing the consumer content condismissed from the panel, you simply drag them off of the seating
sumption experience, it is likewise improving the experiences of
chart.
Another voir dire app is the JuryStar iPad app, which was devel- trial lawyers and jurors alike. Not bad for a device that many naysayoped by an attorney and costs $29.99. This app has a number of ers used to call an unnecessary and unimpressive oversized iPod.
built-in features designed to make it easy to assess your jury panel Not bad at all.
Nicole Black is VP at MyCaseInc.com, a cloud-based law practice
at a glance, including color codes for the gender of jurors and the
ability to add a custom color code for another category of your choos- management platform. She is also of counsel to Fiandach & Fianing. It also allows you to create custom fields so that you can easily dach in Rochester and is a GigaOM Pro analyst. She is the author
of the ABA book Cloud Computing for Lawyers, co-authors the ABA
track the factors that are most important to your case.
Finally, JuryDuty is another app designed to assist with voir dire. book Social Media for Lawyers: the Next Frontier, and co-authors
This app costs $39.99 and allows you to enter unlimited data about Criminal Law in New York, a West-Thomson treatise. She speaks
each juror. Once you’ve entered notes about a juror, that juror’s icon regularly at conferences regarding the intersection of law and techchanges from white to blue, thus making it easy to determine which nology. She publishes three legal blogs and can be reached at
jurors you’ve already addressed.
niki@mycaseinc.com.
Reprinted with permission of The Daily Record ©2012
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Mobile apps for the paperless law office
More than ever, lawyers are realizing the value and time-sav- PDF annotation app of choice is PDF Expert ($9.99), because
ing capabilities of mobile devices. The flexibility and conve- it has the cleanest and most intuitive interface. Like
nience of practicing law on the go is especially apparent when Goodreader, it reads most documents types and and once
lawyers take advantage of mobile apps created for creating, stor- you’ve imported documents, you can create folders, name your
ing and organizing documents and notes. If you haven’t yet dis- files and store them away.
covered the many benefits of creating and accessing digital docIt also has fantastic annotation features, making it incredibly
uments on your iPhone or iPad, why not get started today using easy to fill in forms by adding typewritten or handwritten text
some of the iOS apps discussed below?
into documents. You can also mark up documents by highlightFirst, your iOS device is perfect for taking notes no matter ing text or striking through words and easily input text into
where you happen to be. Some of the most popular note-taking blanks found in documents. Other popular options to consider
apps include Evernote (free), Notability ($2.99), and,
include iAnnotate ($9.99) and ReaddleDocs (free).
my favorite, Springpad (free). All three of these apps
Finally, another way that you can use your the
offer a vast assortment of note-taking capabilities,
iPhone and iPad to manage documents on the go is by
including a variety of methods and integrations which
using a scanner app. There are a number of document
allow you to access your notes on both your device and
scanner apps available either for free or at very reaonline. Springpad and Evernote also offer Web-based
sonable prices of less than $10. These apps make it
interfaces which make it easy to clip and store webeasy to scan a document using your device’s camera
sites, images and more using any Web-enabled device.
function. You simply take a picture of the document
For document creation, one of the best options is
and then send it to the recipient via email. Many also
Apple’s Pages app ($9.99), which offers full-featured
give you the option of printing the document or
word processing right on your iPad or iPhone. If you
uploading it to a cloud-based document storage webprefer Microsoft Word, then you can use the Office 365
site such as Dropbox, Evernote or Google Docs. My
app for iPhone (free, but not yet developed for the By NICOLE
scanner app of choice is Scanner Pro ($2.99). Other
iPad), although that app requires that you have an BLACK
alternatives include GeniusScan (free) or TurboScan
Office 365 subscription and doesn’t offer many of the Daily Record
($1.99).
popular features found in Word, such as the ability to Columnist
So there you have it: an assortment of apps that make
track changes.
it easier than ever to create and manage documents on
For a more full-fledged word processing app for Word docu- the go. So download a few of them today and give them a test
ments, take a look at Office² HD ($7.99), an app that lets you drive. You might be surprised at how easy it is to to stay on top
view, edit and create Microsoft Word-compatible documents, of your busy law practice no matter where you happen to be.
Microsoft Excel-compatible workbooks and Microsoft PowerNicole Black is a director at MyCase.com, a cloud-based law
point-compatible presentations right on your iPad.
practice management platform. She is also of counsel to Fiandach
Next up, apps that facilitate the storage and annotation of PDF & Fiandach in Rochester and is a GigaOM Pro analyst. She is the
documents. There is a lot of competition in this space and as a author of the ABA book “Cloud Computing for Lawyers,” coauresult, there are a number of PDF apps that are popular amongst thors the ABA book “Social Media for Lawyers: the Next Fronlawyers.
tier,” and co-authors “Criminal Law in New York,” a West-ThomFirst, there’s Goodreader ($4.99). For many lawyers, this is son treatise. She speaks regularly at conferences regarding the
the app of choice for reading and storing PDF documents. intersection of law and technology. She publishes three legal blogs
although I find the interface to be a bit clunky. My preferred and can be reached at niki@mycase.com.

Reprinted with permission of The Daily Record ©2013
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6 must-have apps for
every lawyer’s new iPad
You received exactly what you’d asked for this holiday season task you create is then linked to the email, so that you can
and now you’re holding a shiny new iPad in your hands. Now quickly return to the email, should you need to do so in the
what? How do you figure out which apps to download to help to future. Finally, the developers recently came out with a great,
make you a more effective, efficient lawyer? Well, you’re in luck! free calendar app, Cal, that integrates with Any.DO and GCal or
Get started by downloading the 6 apps suggested below:
your native iOS calendar.
First, purchase PDF Expert ($9.99). It’s my favorite app for
Next, download Google Now. This free app is Google’s intelliPDF annotation and storage. Using this app, you can easily gent personal assistant that is designed to provide you with the
import documents from many sources, including email
information most relevant to your daily life, right on
attachments, your computer’s hard drive, Dropbox,
your smartphone. Like Siri, Apple’s personal assistant,
SkyDrive and GoogleDocs. You can import a range of
the Google Now app responds to voice commands and
file types, including iWork, MS Office, Power Point,
also provides “information cards” catered to your
text files, images, music and video files and more.
needs, based on your interaction with your phone. The
Then, using this app you can fill in forms, add typeinformation is gleaned from your phone’s GPS data and
written text in any number of fonts and colors, or insert
the data that Google has collected regarding your
handwritten text into documents. You can also mark up
search history. It then personalizes its results and predocuments by highlighting text or striking through
dicts which “information cards” will be most useful to
words.
you.
Fastcase is another great app. This free app includes
And last but not least, don’t forget about law practice
cases and statutes from all 50 states and the federal
management apps. Most reputable Web-based law
government and allows you to conduct free legal By NICOLE
practice management companies offer iPad (and
research on the fly, even if you don’t have a Fastcase BLACK
iPhone) apps which provide lawyers with 24/7 access
Daily Record
subscription.
to their firm’s documents, client files, contact informaFor a mobile scanner, consider the Scanner Pro app Columnist
tion and more. And, some, such as MyCase’s app (the
($2.99). It allows you to use your iPad’s camera to capture an company for which I work), even offer a client-facing app which
image of the document, then converts it into a PDF which you allows clients to securely communicate with their lawyers and
can then email or upload into any number of integrated online access all of their case-related information as well.
storage services.
So there you have it — a great list of apps to get you started.
Every lawyer needs a “to-do” app and Any.DO is a great Download a few of them and see how much your new iDevice
choice. This free app is user-friendly and versatile and is flexi- helps you to streamline your law practice and improve your proble enough to fit into most workflows. It’s available as a browser ductivity in 2014!
extension for Chrome and other Web browsers as well as an iPad
Nicole Black is a director at MyCase.com, a cloud-based law
app. You can add tasks via the Web interface or the smartphone practice management platform. She is also of counsel to Fiandach
app, and can even share them with others if necessary.
& Fiandach in Rochester and is a GigaOM Pro analyst. She is the
But what sets it apart is the way that it integrates with your author of the ABA book “Cloud Computing for Lawyers,” coausmartphone and with Gmail. So, if you add a task using your thors the ABA book “Social Media for Lawyers: the Next Fronsmartphone and the app will automatically include a link to any tier,” and co-authors “Criminal Law in New York,” a West-Thomcontact information stored on your phone relating to that person. son treatise. She speaks regularly at conferences regarding the
The Web browser extension integrates with Gmail, prompting intersection of law and technology. She publishes three legal blogs
you to add an email-related task at the end of each email. The and can be reached at niki@mycase.com.
Reprinted with permission of The Daily Record ©2014
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Productivity apps help lawyers manage time
According to the American Bar Association’s 2013 Legal
If you’re in the market for a voice mail system other than your
Technology Survey, 91 percent of attorneys have smartphones phone’s native system, YouMail, a free iOS and Android app,
and 48 percent use tablets in their practices. So more likely than might be just what you’re looking for. One of its best features is
not, you own either a smartphone, a tablet, or both. And now that the ability to forward voice mails to your email. Being able to do
you own a mobile device, why not use it to increase your pro- this makes it much easier for me to remember to respond to or
ductivity?
take action in regard to a specific message. You can also email
To help you do just that, here are some of my favorite
a voice mail to someone else as well — something that
productivity apps that you might want to consider.
occasionally comes in handy.
First there is my favorite to-do/calendar app combo:
YouMail also makes it easy to organize your voice
Any.do and Cal. Both apps are free and were developed
mails. Instead of being forced to store all of your voice
by the same company. Most importantly, the apps intemails in one location, you can create sub-folders (ie.
grate, making your tasks and calendaring system a
“follow up,” “work” or “personal”). Once you’ve done
seamless, intuitive experience.
so, you can then file received voice mails into specific
Any.Do is a user-friendly and versatile to-do app
folders after you’ve listened to them.
(iOS, Android, and web app) that is flexible enough to
For contact management, consider Brewster, a free
fit into most workflows. You can add tasks via the Web
iOS and Android app that facilitates contact manageinterface or the smartphone app. If you add a task using
ment across your social networks. Once you download
your smartphone and include the name of someone
this app, it collects all of your social network contacts
stored as a contact on your phone, the app will connect
along with your phone’s contacts into a fully searchBy NICOLE
the task to your contact and will automatically include BLACK
able database. This is a wonderful feature because for
a link to any contact information relating to that person. Daily Record
those of you who travel often, since it makes it so
Another great Any.Do feature is that the Web Columnist
much easier for you to locate (and network with) your
browser extension integrates with Gmail, prompting
connections who live wherever you happen to be travyou to add an email-related task at the end of each email. The eling to.
task you create is then linked to the email, so that you can
And last but not least, Springpad is a great app for note taking
quickly return to the email, should you need to do so in the and keeping your life — both online and offline — organized.
future.
Using Springpad you can create notes and collect and organize
Cal, the corresponding calendar app integrates with Any.do so many different types of files — including photos, Web
your Any.do tasks are listed within the Cal interface. Cal con- pages,UPCs (of wine, books or other items) scanned via your
nects with the native iOS app, Google calendar, or any other cal- smart phone, online recipes, and notes or reminders — using
endar that you’ve set up on your mobile device.
any Internet-enabled device.
You can connect the app with your contacts so that whenever
So there you have it — an assortment of apps to help you stay
you enter an event, such as “Meeting with Mary,” the app will organized and increase your productivity. So why not get started
search your address book and suggest contacts with that same today? Download a few apps and see how much time you save!
name, which you can then link to the event. The app then autoNicole Black is a director at MyCase.com, a cloud-based law
matically includes the contact information so that you can email practice management platform. She is also of counsel to Fiandach
or text him or her from within the event with just the touch of an & Fiandach in Rochester and is a GigaOM Pro analyst. She is the
icon.
author of the ABA book “Cloud Computing for Lawyers,” coauthors
You can also add a location and, once you’ve done so, the app the ABA book “Social Media for Lawyers: the Next Frontier,” and
suggests businesses that match the location. After you choose co-authors “Criminal Law in New York,” a West-Thomson treatise.
the correct business, a map appears along with a navigation but- She speaks regularly at conferences regarding the intersection of
ton, so that you can then pull up turn-by-turn instructions via law and technology. She publishes three legal blogs and can be
Google maps.
reached at niki@mycase.com.
Reprinted with permission of The Daily Record ©2014
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